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On September 26, 1967, the New York Film Festival screened the program
“The London Scene,” comprising two documentaries by thirty-year- old
British filmmaker Peter Whitehead, who had flown to America for the occasion. Both the rollicking Tonite Let’s All Make Love in London, now hailed as
the quintessential portrait of Swinging London, and the sober Benefit of the
Doubt, a critical examination of a theatrical production about Britain’s role
in the Vietnam War (both UK, 1967), played to a full house and were favorably
reviewed. Somewhat cantankerously, Whitehead refused his accolades,
complaining in his journal that the critic for the East Village Other (to name
but one of his targets) was “fooled by the superficial obvious exterior commercial trappings of Tonite and the protest value of Benefit,” vowing “next
time—it must go much farther.”1
After the screening, two young New Yorkers suggested to Whitehead
that he make a fi lm about their city; this inspired him to return in October
with the intention of making a grave documentary about “where power lies
at the moment,” for which he planned to interview figures including presidential hopeful Robert F. Kennedy, New York mayor John Lindsay, and
Black Panther Stokely Carmichael.2 But by the end of November, the project
had permutated from an investigative report into an avant- garde feature
fi lm: in order to attempt a statement more substantive than that of his earlier work, he would integrate his documentary footage with a fictional story
about a man “who decides to translate his despair and his will to protest into
an act of premeditated murder” by assassinating a stranger at a rally.3 Returning again to New York in April 1968, Whitehead fi lmed happenings about
town, interviews, and sequences of dialogue; he even joined the infamous
student occupation at Columbia University, an event that radicalized his
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politics (he subsequently declared himself “ready to take a gun and die,”
and actually bought one) and precipitated his return to England in June, under
threat of surveillance and harassment by federal agents.4 In a remarkable
coincidence of timing, Robert Kennedy was assassinated the day Whitehead
left America, mirroring the assassination of Martin Luther King Jr. on the
day of Whitehead’s most recent arrival. Unable to “distinguish any more
between what was real and what wasn’t,” Whitehead suffered a breakdown
and spent “a harrowing three months” convalescing by editing his footage
into The Fall. 5
On one level, the resulting chef d’oeuvre is a tripartite allegory of the
historical transition from nonviolent protest toward more radical forms of
action in the late 1960s, made at a time when widespread social transformation seemed both possible and imminent. On another level, it is an
experiment that attempts to “go much farther” than Whitehead’s earlier documentaries by asking whether fi lm— a medium that Whitehead described
as ideologically compromised by its fundamental ties to the experience of
illusion—can effect real change. In overlaying its examination of the ontology
of fi lm with an explicit narrative of political upheaval, The Fall distinguishes
itself from the constellation of roughly contemporaneous fi lms typically
gathered under the moniker of structuralism—self-reflexive works that have
been dismissed by some as onanistic exercises in pure formalism.6 Crucially,
by enmeshing its political narrative with not only structuralist, but also
psychedelic imagery, The Fall intertwines the politics of cinema and of the
counterculture at the end of the 1960s. Ultimately, the film argues that the
radicalization of both depends upon a transition from a latently objective to a
militantly subjective mode of perception.
* * *

In keeping with its biblical title, The Fall immediately opens with the words
“IN THE BEGINNING WAS THE IMAGE,” a perversion of the opening
line of the Gospel according to John: “In the beginning was the Word, and
the Word was with God, and the Word was God,” in the King James Bible.
As Whitehead has since explained, the substitution of “image” for “word”
expressed his conviction that by the 1960s, Christianity’s privileging of language and its corollary, reason (which he deemed responsible for “a kind of
repression, oppression of emotion”) had been replaced by the “tyranny” of the
image, achieved through the multiplication of the mass media.7 Our newly
secular culture, he claims, is determined not by the word of God but by an
“engulfment” in images that are “violating us and deliberately making us
feel alienated from everything, including ourselves.”8 This radical alienation
brought about by images is the major theme of the fi lm, and prompts its central question of whether a revolutionary cinema is even possible at this particu lar moment in history.
Accordingly, The Fall’s fi rst image presents the most ubiquitous mass
media screen of the 1960s, the television—but instead of a program or commercial, we watch fl ickering static and electronic scan lines made visible by
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Figure 1a. Television screen with static. The Fall, 1969

Figure 1b. Television screen with scrolling scan lines. The Fall, 1969
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the difference between television’s scrolling analog technology and the discrete cells of a filmstrip (figures 1a and b). By effacing television’s broadcasted
content and highlighting its technological substrate, this image literalizes
Marshall McLuhan’s mid-1960s aphorism “the medium is the message,” and,
in the process, demonstrates the fundamental technological incompatibility of the “messages” of television and fi lm. The immediate differentiation between the two media— along with the jamming of the broadcasted
programming—signals the possibility that cinema, despite its inevitable “mediation” of reality (as discussed below) and increasing reliance on video technologies, may be a tool for resisting the much-maligned electronic virtualization
of reality effected by the “boob tube.”9
The subsequent shots reveal that the static is the product of a woman’s
attempt to tune her set, and an extended shot/countershot montage alternates between various parts of her body and the images offered by the TV
to her idle gaze, including footage of a fighter pilot, a per for mance by the
rock band The Animals, and clips of President Johnson discussing the war
in Vietnam.10 In a particularly rich composition, we see the woman languorously reclined on her side, the TV only a few inches from her face (a phenomenon McLuhan famously deemed inherent to the “low defi nition,” “cool,”
“participatory” medium), with the set obscuring her head from view (figure 2).
She thus becomes a monstrous cyborg that foreshadows the fi lm’s paranoid

Figure 2. Anna as TV-cyborg. The Fall, 1969
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account of identities permeated by televisual programming and other forms
of mass media.11 This theme reappears in the images of Whitehead looking
into a mirror printed with Time’s iconic “Man of the Year” design and of the
woman emulating a Newsweek poster of a fi lm still of Elizabeth Taylor in
Cleopatra (US, 1963), to cite two pointed examples. As she channel surfs, the
woman—a fashion model who becomes Whitehead’s girlfriend “Anna” in
the film and who was played by his real girlfriend at the time, Alberta Tiburi—
tunes into and out of actual footage of an interview with Whitehead on the
CBS network. In a statement that both frames The Fall and creates a moment
of Brechtian distantiation, he explains in the interview his intention to
make a fi lm about New York, as “sometimes, outsiders see us with a much
clearer light than we see ourselves”—a claim to objectivity that is put forward
only to make its subsequent negation all the more conspicuous.
The interview precedes the somewhat kitschy montage of the opening
credits, which presents Whitehead as a “man with a movie camera” whose
frenetic exploration of New York City is accompanied by a cover of the song
“America” (from the Broadway musical Fiddler on the Roof ) by the rock band
The Nice (figures 3a and b). The heart of this montage is a sequence fi lmed
from within a rapidly descending elevator outside the newly constructed
General Motors skyscraper at the southeast corner of Central Park, both
capturing the iconic panorama of midtown and concretizing the metaphor
of “falling” within a specific sociohistorical context. In other words, The Fall
is demonstrably “filmed on location” in New York City in the late 1960s, and
specifically from October 1967 to May 1968, as its title sequence announces
(figure 4). Not coincidentally, the metal scaffolding of the elevator shaft superimposes itself onto the view of the city and, as the camera rapidly falls, the
bars cut the image into discrete units that follow each other in rapid linear
succession, recalling the vertical passage of celluloid through a fluttering
projector gate.12 While this heralds The Fall’s structuralist investigation of
the filmic medium, the primary purpose of the opening sequence is to emphasize Whitehead’s identity as both tourist and fi lmmaker, in order to contextualize the subsequent bricolage of footage of events occurring throughout
the city’s public spaces.
An intertitle reading “THE WORD” announces the second section of
The Fall, which begins with a recitation by poet Robert Lowell that indirectly references Whitehead’s earlier fi lm Wholly Communion (UK, 1965).13
Predominant in this section are poets, actors, and artists—including Allen
Ginsberg, the San Francisco Mime Troupe, the Bread and Puppet Theatre,
Robert Rauschenberg, and the Destructivists (Al Hansen and Ralph Ortiz,
among others)— engaged in various avant-garde, ostensibly political events.
The fi lm pointedly claims that these performers are not taking effective
action, but are merely producing impotent images: for example, a dance by
Robert Rauschenberg (Urban Round, 1967) performed in the windows of the
School of Visual Arts appears literally contained and muted—in a word,
symbolic—when contrasted with the raw power of the antiwar rally taking
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Figure 3a. Whitehead as a man with a movie camera in New York City. The
Fall, 1969

Figure 3b. Whitehead as a man with a movie camera in New York City. The
Fall, 1969
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Figure 4. Still from the title sequence. The Fall, 1969

place in the street onto which those windows face. (To emphasize the point,
Whitehead announces that “Rauschenberg and Lichtenstein are dead,” in a
parody of the title of Tom Stoppard’s recent hit play.) At a per for mance by
the San Francisco Mime Troupe in Central Park, the camera turns its back
on the actors to reveal the ABC News team embedded in the audience, eager
to package and sell today’s guerrilla theater as the evening news. Most
viciously, Ortiz’s Destructivist per for mance is emasculated by the camera’s
close focus on the limpness of the bloodied chicken that he ritually bludgeoned to death on his piano.14
These and other per for mances are interspersed with shots of Whitehead sitting in a small room fi lled with editing equipment (figures 5a and b).
The oft-repeated image of Whitehead gazing upon his own visage on a
Sony video monitor visually fractures his identity, providing a pithy symbol
of the decentered postmodern subject; the video technology may even contribute to his self-alienation, following Rosalind Krauss’s claim that narcissism is inherent to the medium (at one point, in fact, Whitehead intended
The Fall to be “a diary” of himself “written by the mass media screens”).15
We can deduce that Whitehead is shown editing the very footage we are
watching, as accelerated fragments from earlier in the fi lm recur without
context at an increasing frequency. The narrow editing room is therefore an
architectural metaphor, not only of the fragmenting solipsism engendered
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Figure 5a. Whitehead in his editing room. The Fall, 1969

Figure 5b. Whitehead in his editing room. The Fall, 1969
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by televisual media but also of the film’s mise en abyme of imagery. The arbitrary
shuffl ing between images of Whitehead in the editing room, his footage of
New York, and scenes establishing the rudimentary outlines of the plot frustrates any attempt to understand the fi lm as either a coherent fiction or a
veridical documentary: rather, it is only comprehensible as a hybrid form
that undermines the established codes of both those genres.
The critic Raymond Durgnat, in reviewing Whitehead’s fi lm Tonite
Let’s All Make Love in London, observed that the rapid, random juxtapositions of Whitehead’s montage were “no mere gimmick, but absolutely right
for suggesting the alienation, the unreality, the edgy beauty, the instability,
of our bright, ephemeral, syncopated world”—a world in which constructs
like identity, narrative, and truth have all become suspect.16 The Fall most
fully expresses a sense of radical personal and social instability at the end of
its second section, when Whitehead, at fi rst speaking over Ortiz’s per formance but then staring directly at us through the blue haze of a monitor, delivers a monologue that asks us to imagine ourselves as the target of an assassin
at a political rally, “when the eyes and the ears of the world are watching you,
and him.” The extended speech complicates the many differences (between
fact and fiction, then and now, self and other) typically taken for granted by
the codes of both documentary and fiction fi lm. For example, the labeling of
the monologue with the date “15 March, 1968” certifies its “authentic” historicity and yet denies us its illusory immediacy; the description of the assassination is of a fictional event that has yet to occur, even as it also implicitly
recalls the actual assassinations that punctuated the 1960s; our assassin is a
fictional stranger, but we are told that our death “has given his life meaning”;
and, because it is Whitehead himself staring out at us, it is impossible to say
if the footage is “real” or “fictional,” delivered by a director or an actor. The
passage thus belies the objectivity proclaimed in the CBS interview and
assumed by the documentation of newsworthy events in the fi lm’s fi rst
section.
As the language of the monologue starts to echo and then seemingly
becomes ensnared in a circuit of feedback loops, its elliptical syntax hints
that cinematic time is defi ned not by the linearity of the fi lmstrip (as our
quotidian experience suggests), but by the circularity of its reels—a strategic
disruption of the normative phenomenology of film. This same strategy is a
hallmark of structural fi lms (particularly those of Paul Sharits), as well as of
other expansions of cinema into new formats and spaces.17 In the 1960s, this
“expanded cinema” was rhetorically conjoined to the notion of an “expanded”
or psychedelic consciousness; fittingly, this section of The Fall is marked by
the increased use of certain psychedelic tropes—including oversaturation of
color, frantic use of montage, spatial disorientation, and stroboscopy—that
“expand” the notion of cinema’s photographic fidelity to nature. Put differently,
while these tropes draw our attention to the myriad decisions (for example,
concerning the use of color fi lters, the placement of the camera, and even
the editing process itself) that construct the images given to us, they also, as
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Andrew Syder has pointed out in his study of psychedelic fi lm, “simulate”
and “stimulate” the radically subjective experience of hallucinogenic drugs.18
The sound track abets this denaturalization of both mainstream cinema
and everyday consciousness, as an electronic tone, ominous in its monotony,
gives way to the psychedelic song “Rondo” (another cover by The Nice, this
time of a song by Dave Brubeck). The song extends into a frantic jam session and reaches a crescendo as headshots of Whitehead and Anna begin to
alternate in a rapid fl ickering, perceptually dissolving the boundaries of
their bodies and, by extension, of their egos. Then the screen goes dark and
the sound goes out, evoking the imperative in Whitehead’s monologue: “I
want you to imagine when these images and these words stop, [that] you are
dead.” The melding of the film’s protagonists is therefore followed by a termination of communication that symbolically assassinates the viewer, concluding the fi lm’s climax.19
After a few moments, The Fall returns with President Johnson’s televised
announcement that “Martin Luther King Jr. has been struck down”— as if
both the viewer’s “death” and King’s assassination constituted a “reality” that
temporarily exceeded capture by technological reproduction. But the sensationalist news reports of “smoke and flames in Negro neighborhoods” and
other forms of rioting quickly supplant the solemnity of the silence. The
reports thereby demonstrate that assassinations are “ineffective,” as Whitehead realized at the time, in the sense that any critique intended to inhere in
a public act of violence is quickly obscured by its circulation as an image.20
In other words, Whitehead’s proposed assassination of someone under the
watchful eyes of the mass media would be an extreme example of what
Daniel Boorstin, writing in the early 1960s, called a “pseudo-event”—an event
that is “not spontaneous, but . . . planned, planted, or incited . . . primarily
(not always exclusively) for the immediate purpose of being reported or
reproduced”— and therefore would more properly belong, like all pseudoevents, to “the world of the image.”21 (Notably, these are precisely the terms
by which the New Left would criticize the increasingly violent media-directed
stunts of the Yippies, the Weathermen, and the Symbionese Liberation
Army.) 22 Thus, counterintuitively, the fi lm presents the act of assassination
not as revolutionary violence but as image, or rather, as violence sublimated
into image, like the shocking but ultimately impotent spectacle of Ortiz’s
mutilated chicken. As Gil Scott Heron’s underground hit song “The Revolution Will Not Be Televised” announced in 1971, “The revolution will be no
re-run brothers; the Revolution will be live”— indicating the extent of the
counterculture’s conviction that the revolution will only occur beyond the
domain of the mass media.23
The failure of even the violent force of assassination to transcend the
ruthlessly expansive logic of the spectacle lays the foundation for the remainder of the fi lm, which consists of a sympathetic report on the occupation
organized by students to protest Columbia’s “racist” landgrab in Harlem and
“imperialist” complicity with the Institute of Defense Analyses (a contractor
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of the Department of Defense). Crucially, this occupation is often identified
as a fulcrum of the historical transition from peaceful protest to violent rebellion over the course of the short decade between the Beats and the Weathermen. Whitehead himself articulated this narrative in 1968, when he described
his own embrace of radical violence as an inevitable response to the inefficacy of protest: “It occurred to me that if legal protest was being successfully
ignored by the power structures, illegal protest, resistance, violence [as
occurred at Columbia] was the only possible next step.”24 The parallel transition in American countercultural film—namely, from a relatively “aesthetic”
to a relatively “militant” mode, as outlined by David E. James—is encapsulated
by the abrupt shift from The Fall’s highly edited, stylized climax to the politically engaged cinema verité of its fi nal section.25
This diachronic history of both fi lm and politics in the 1960s is nuanced
by the fact that the Columbia footage is introduced within The Fall’s tripartite structure by the title “WORD + IMAGE”—a conjunction of the first two
sections (“Image” and “Word,” respectively) whose dialectical structure refers
to the fi lm’s subtitle, “Film as a Series of Historical Moments Seeking a Synthesis.” As Whitehead explains, the fi rst part of the fi lm is an “indirect” presentation of violence though “images, people talking, television, marches,
meetings”; the second part features artists “confronting this fragmentation
and violence,” the failure of which leads to the protagonist’s realization that
“to become political he must become violent”; and in the third part, we are
shown his “participation in the rebellion of the students of Columbia . . .
Finally the violence is real.” 26 If the fi rst part of the fi lm documented the
violence endemic in the culture (people screaming, car crashes) and the
second part documented the replication of that violence through the making of images (via either per for mance or assassination), here the lessons of
violence are fi nally “synthesized” by students who mold their experience
of institutional power into an authentic action that is both collective and not
primarily intended for technological reproduction.
Whitehead has claimed that by fi lming this nascent “revolution” from
the inside (literally, of the occupied Mathematics building), he transformed
the act of filmmaking into a revolutionary practice.27 This proposition aligns
him with some of the most explicitly radical filmmakers of the late 1960s,
who, as James explains, considered their protest fi lms “a form of political
praxis, itself an act of contestation rather than merely the documentation of
contestation taking place in other practices”: hence the image and sound of
a machine gun inserted at the start of the documentaries made by the New
York Newsreel group, and the active language in critic Robert Kramer’s
assessment that these same fi lms “explode like grenades in people’s faces, or
open minds up like a good can opener.”28 But the assertion that fi lm can
serve a progressive agenda is complicated by The Fall’s systematic critique
of the mass media and even of “images” themselves: if images are mediations
that alienate us from reality (as Whitehead and many others argued in the
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1960s), how can one argue that any fi lm, let alone The Fall, either inculcates
or embodies a truly revolutionary practice?
* * *

The answer to this question lies in an interview from late 1968 in which Whitehead, espousing the philosophy of technological instrumentalism, identifies
fi lm as a tool that is available for the purposes of both good and evil. He
complains that an “increasingly dehumanised technological society” has
“debased” and “misused” this “most powerful medium of illusion and involvement that exists” by producing phantasmagoria that distract us from urgent
sociopolitical realities; but this statement necessarily implies that fi lm could
be used properly, against that society. 29 To wit, fi lm is the mechanism by
which Whitehead (as both director and protagonist) integrates himself into
the Columbia rebellion, and it is precisely fi lm’s capacity for “illusion and
involvement” that allows The Fall to viscerally present the violent institutional
response to that rebellion, and thereby engender the audience’s sympathy
for its cause. The key to using fi lm responsibly, according to Whitehead, is
to admit that “What you see on that screen isn’t real; you must remember it’s
fi lm you’re looking at. But once over that mental adjustment, fi lm can be the
medium by which we could regain contact with the world. It can,” he claims,
“if used properly, not alienate us from the world, but bring us back to it.”30
This statement indicates the thesis at the core of The Fall: namely, that we
live in a fog of images that alienates us from ourselves and from the world
(viz., Adorno and Horkheimer), but that, paradoxically, fi lm can engage
our perceptual apparatus in such a way as to overcome this alienation (viz.,
Walter Benjamin).31 We must become “alienated” from spectacle in order to
overcome the alienation it causes in our daily lives, but it is precisely cinema
itself that can effect this therapeutic alienation. (As John Lyle wrote in his
review of the fi lm in Afterimage, the key to The Fall is its attempt to “demolish
the wall between [Whitehead’s] own fragmented selfhood and the external
world” and “to communicate the whole process through a medium poisoned
with cliché and anesthetized by accepted conventions of fi lm audience
response.”) 32
The crucial moment in the fi lm is therefore the climax at the end of the
second section, beginning with the monologue on assassination and ending
with the screen going dark, as it is this passage that rhetorically admits both
Whitehead and the audience into the revolutionary community at Columbia.
Rather than being, somewhat literally, a “dead” end, this climax is the very
condition of possibility for the emergence of a revolutionary consciousness.
For it is at this moment that the fi lm’s complicity with the ostensibly disinterested or objective mode of perception associated with documentary
fi lm—a mode that was widely criticized in the 1960s as the predicate of the
experience of alienation—is most compromised by a self-reflexive revelation
of the cinematic apparatus as mediation, that is, as a necessarily partial,
subjective construction of “reality.” The fi lm’s consequent admission that
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“what you see on screen isn’t real” provides the requisite “mental adjustment,”
or alienation from spectacle, that allows cinema to operate as illusion in good
faith. When the fi lm simultaneously adopts the visual language of hallucination via psychedelic special effects, it “simulates/stimulates” (in Syder’s
terms) an altered state of perception, one that the counterculture believed
could expand the boundaries of the individual ego and therefore undermine both objectivity and the alienation it produces. The psychedelic disintegration of the subject at the end of the second section is therefore the very
grounds of its integration with the revolutionaries in the third, just as the
structuralist expansion of cinema enables its reformatting as revolutionary
practice. By juxtaposing its presenta tion of cinema as a mediation of reality with an attempt to inculcate or approximate the experience of psychedelic
hallucination, the climax of The Fall models a filmic practice that, upon fully
embracing its subjectivity, becomes a radical apparatus “by which we could
regain contact with the world.”33
The following sections of this essay survey the philosophical and countercultural critiques of objectivity upon which Whitehead drew, and then
briefly illustrate how his encounters with both psychedelic drugs and documentary fi lmmaking convinced him of the ethical advantages of assuming
a self-consciously subjective worldview in his fi lms. The aim is to thereby
uncover the network of ideas that both informed and made legible The
Fall’s climactic scene, illuminating the model of revolutionary cinema that
it proffers.
* * *

The Fall’s title immediately suggests the fi lm’s concern with the problematic
relationship between the subject and the external world: most obviously, it
alludes to the expulsion of Adam and Eve from the Garden of Eden in the
Book of Genesis, and it is likely that many in the late 1960s would also detect
the parroting of the existentialist book The Fall by Albert Camus. However,
Whitehead claims that the title principally alludes to Martin Heidegger’s
concept of die Verfallenheit, and that the movie is actually “about Heidegger
and his sense of despair and multiplicity of the self.”34 Whitehead’s interpretation of Heidegger was influenced by William Barrett’s classic text Irrational Man: A Study in Existential Philosophy (1958), the cover of which suddenly
fi lls the screen at thirty minutes into The Fall, following a clip of Robert
Kennedy charming the crowd at a campaign event. The camera then rapidly
pulls back to reveal that the book is lying on the front seat of a car, before
cutting away, without any diegetic motivation, to a scene of Whitehead and
Anna walking along the East River just south of the Manhattan Bridge. The
concatenation of images implies that the book’s philosophical teachings are
a natural part of the material and psychological topography of the city, and as
we look through Whitehead’s wandering camera, we follow his immersion
into the book’s lessons.
Barrett begins his book’s chapter on Heidegger by translating Heidegger’s
notion of Dasein into “Being” (with an uppercase “B”) to distinguish it from
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“beings” (with a lowercase “b”). While the latter refers to “the things that
are,” the former signals “the to-be of whatever is”; in other words, Being is
the property beings have that defi nes them as beings.35 According to Barrett,
Heidegger’s radicality lies in his proposition that, in contradistinction to the
cogent, Cartesian model of the subject, Being is actually a field of relations:
“My Being is not something that takes place inside my skin (or inside an
immaterial substance inside that skin); my Being, rather, is spread over a
field or region which is the world of its care and concern” (put differently,
Being is “the open region in which both subject and object stand out and are
thus not divided”).36 Before this Being is orga nized into a figurative Self that
is defi ned over and against the ground of “a world of external objects,” it
exists simply as what Heidegger terms “the One”: the One is “the impersonal and public creature whom each of us is even before he [sic] is an I,”
and exists “in a state of ‘fallen-ness’ (Verfallenheit) . . . in the sense that we
are as yet below the level of existence to which it is possible for us to rise.”37
Because Barrett is not sufficiently explicit on this point, it is important
to note that in “Falling [or, Falling Prey] and Thrownness” (the relevant section from Being and Time), Heidegger is at pains to divorce Verfallenheit from
the metaphysics of the biblical fall: “This term, which does not express any
negative value judgment [my emphasis], means that Da-sein is initially and for
the most part together with the ‘world’ that it takes care of,” he explains, going
on to clarify that “the entanglement [Verfallenheit] of Da-sein” must not “be
interpreted as a ‘fall’ from a purer and higher ‘primordial condition.’ ”38 (For
this reason, Being and Time translator Joan Stambaugh prefers to render
Verfallenheit not as “fallenness” but as “entanglement.”) 39 Thus, by reviewing
The Fall’s title through the lens of Heidegger, it becomes apparent that the
protagonist’s disintegration into, and eventual salvation from, the shadowy
world of images is less a Christian allegory than an allegory of the reorientation of the very concept of Being, achieved by recognizing the “entanglement”
of subjects with their supposed objects and, by extension, of the formerly
alienated individual with his or her community.
While the philosophical debate over subjectivity and objectivity dates
to at least Plato’s Phaedrus, it is important to note that by the late 1960s,
these terms had become politicized by an increasingly popu lar critique of
objectivity’s foundational role within scientific discourse.40 If the scientists
of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries disparaged subjectivity
as a source of error that had to be expunged from their work (as historians
of science Lorraine Daston and Peter Galison have explained), the counterculture of the 1960s inversely demonized science—and the rhetoric of objectivity on which it is predicated—for bringing humanity to the brink of total
annihilation.41
The seminal account of this critique is Theodore Roszak’s book The
Making of a Counter Culture: Refl ections on the Technocratic Society and Its Youthful Opposition (1969), which identified “the myth of objective consciousness”
as the heart of the technocracy to which the counterculture was opposed.42
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According to Roszak, we “honor the myth of objective consciousness” when
we believe it possible to survey the world from a vantage point, called the
“Not-I,” that “has been cleansed of all those murky passions, hostilities,
joys, fears, and lusts” that defi ne us.43 The counterculture’s objection to the
myth of objective consciousness, Roszak continues, is not merely pedantic;
rather, the counterculture must attack this pernicious myth because it is the
source of the alienation from which the technocracy’s literal holocausts
spring. As Roszak explains, the extreme outcome of alienation is “the Nazi
physician experimenting upon his human victims, learning interesting new
things about pain, suffering, privation”—although we do not have to go beyond
our own culture, he claims, to fi nd scientists laboring away “objectively,” in
total disregard for the lives that may be lost as a result of their innovations.44
Whitehead makes this same connection between objectivity and murder
when he states, in the course of his monologue on assassination in The Fall,
that “murder is the ultimate act of objectification.”
Critically, one of the most important weapons with which the counterculture sought to combat the alienated objectivity of science was psychedelic experience, promoted as a tool for understanding consciousness not
as a projection of force, but as an implicitly Heideggerian field in which the
very difference between subjects and objects—a difference upon which all
taxonomies, hierarchies, and relations of power are based—is liquidated.45 It
is telling that two of the most canonical descriptions of this model of the
subject are also two of Whitehead’s favorite books: Aldous Huxley’s The
Doors of Perception (1954) and R. D. Laing’s The Politics of Experience (1967).
The Doors of Perception is Huxley’s hugely influential account of his
experiments with mescaline. At the outset, Huxley clarifies that “the other
world to which mescalin[e] admitted me was not the world of visions; it existed
out there, in what I could see with my eyes open. The great change was in
the realm of objective fact. What had happened to my subjective universe
was relatively unimportant.”46 While this assertion polemically defends the
psychedelic trip as the broader experience of an objective reality and not a fabrication of phantom images (a distinction that can be traced back to Charles
Baudelaire’s writings on hashish), it should not be misconstrued as a defense
of objectivity, in the sense of a disaffected mastery over the world “out there.”47
In fact, Huxley reports that one of the drug’s fi rst effects is that “spatial relationships had ceased to matter very much,” causing him to lose his bearings
and then, ultimately, his psychological boundaries.48 In one of the book’s
most memorable passages, he has a momentous encounter with a chair:
The legs, for example, of that chair— how miraculous their tubularity, how
supernatural their polished smoothness! I spent several minutes— or was it
several centuries?—not merely gazing at those bamboo legs, but actually being
them— or rather being myself in them; or, to be still more accurate (for “I” was
not involved in the case, nor in a certain sense were “they”) being my Not-self
in the Not-self which was the chair.49
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In The Politics of Experience, Laing (whose writings are primarily concerned
with psychology rather than drugs, but who, like Huxley, was adopted as a
countercultural icon) similarly describes consciousness as indivisible between
the subjects and objects of perception: “My experience is not inside my
head. My experience of this room is out there in the room. To say that my
experience is intrapsychic is to presuppose that there is a psyche that my experience is in. My psyche is my experience, my experience is my psyche.”50 In
other words, Laing insists upon the fundamental permeability of consciousness (that is, of consciousness even when not under the influence of drugs)
and bemoans the delineation of “inner” and “outer” psychic space as an expedient but deleterious fiction. It is only through the recuperation of repressed
altered states—including dreams, semiconscious reveries, visions, trances,
and hallucinations—as valid modes of experience that we can hope to overcome the “egoic,” or “me-here over against a you-there,” model of the psyche
that has already been dismantled by everyone from Kant to Merleau-Ponty,
as Laing notes with frustration. 51
Though Whitehead recalls having felt distanced from the counterculture,
his affection for both The Doors of Perception and The Politics of Experience,
along with his experimentation with marijuana, psilocybin mushrooms, LSD,
and mescaline (the last of which he deemed “the most important event” in
his life around the late 1960s), certainly aligns him with some of the counterculture’s dominant trends. 52 And more important, in an echo of many
countercultural icons (most notably Dr. Timothy Leary), Whitehead has specifically described psychedelic experience as a radical reorientation of perception that eradicates alienation by collapsing the inner and outer worlds
onto each other. 53 An example comes from the ironically titled fi lm Nothing
to Do with Me (fi lmed by Anthony Stern on November 23, 1968, just a few
months after Whitehead fi nished shooting The Fall), in which Whitehead
extemporaneously delivers a thirty-minute soliloquy while seated behind
his desk. About halfway into the fi lm, he ventures a statement on the subject
of hallucinogenic drugs that is worth quoting at length:
Words are by defi nition alienating. We have to go right back to that primal
state, where we are what we perceive of the outside world, before words started
to come in to create our ego and ourselves. This experience is an experience
that you experience under certain kinds of hallucinogenic drugs. Mescaline
in par ticu lar. . . . It simply cuts out the reasoning mechanism, it cuts out this
thought process, this reflective thought process which I see as a kind of aggression and act of violence on our own experience. And simply by taking a drug
which eliminates that part of your brain which is the reflective, destructive,
reasoning, inhibiting mechanism, you do suddenly fi nd yourself back in this
state of complete communion with the outside world. You are in a state of
simply looking—without needing to say, “I am looking.” . . . Once we’re back
in that state we are in a state of complete communion. And this is, as people
have said . . . is a kind of mysticism, a kind of a belief in God and so on . . .
Why do we feel all these things? Not because we see God when we’re under
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mescaline, but we see the world, we just see the world without making the wrong
kind of . . . alienating . . . we don’t will this alienating self of ours towards it. It is
the [sic] kind of complete act of love with the outside world. . . . You are left only
with the image—you are left simply with seeing the world— and not I am seeing
the world, but just seeing—you are just what you see—you become what you see.

The primary supposition that “words are by defi nition alienating” and that
language is “a kind of aggression and act of violence on our own experience”
is certainly a thread in the intellectual fabric of the twentieth century.54 But
it is rather curious that Whitehead then identifies language as an impediment to a “complete communion with the outside world” experienced as a
form of looking. Importantly, this looking is not an alienated, objective vision,
but a vision that enmeshes the subject and the object of the gaze, echoing
the ideas of Huxley and Laing: on hallucinogenic drugs, Whitehead claims,
“we are what we perceive of the outside world,” and “you become what you
see.”55
* * *

The moral objection to the discourse of objectivity raised by the counterculture of the 1960s— described by Roszak, but also theorized by Whitehead
himself, in response to his experiences with psychedelic drugs and to reading authors like Heidegger, Huxley, and Laing—elevates the realization of
one’s contiguity with one’s physical and social environment to an ethical
imperative. It is perhaps not coincidental that this same imperative appears
as a major theme of cinema in the 1960s, especially in films preoccupied with
the possibility or impossibility of communication and representa tion. The
most obvious example is the oeuvre of Whitehead’s hero, Jean-Luc Godard,
whose works Whitehead had published as screenplays; Whitehead was particularly affected by the presentation of both words and images as literally
lethal mediations of reality in Vivre sa Vie (France, 1962) and by the critique
of cold-blooded technocracy in Alphaville (France, 1965). 56 While Godard’s
films, along with the nouveaux romans (new novels) by Michel Butor and others,
were a major part of Whitehead’s intellectual formation, The Fall’s challenge
to a specifically cinematic discourse of objectivity principally derived from
some of his earliest experiences with fi lm and his own experiences as a fi lmmaker, from which he learned that documentaries are always constructions,
rather than distillations, of reality (anticipating a wave of media criticism
from fi lmmakers including the Newsreel collectives, Haskell Wexler, and
Michael Shamberg, among many others). 57
Whitehead fi rst understood the moral dimension of the act of fi lming
when he attended a screening at Cambridge of a Nazi film; as he later recalled,
he was shocked to realize that the cameraman “does not participate,” and
instead says, in effect, “I have a camera, I am a Nazi, I have no name, I am
getting documentary truth of the murder of the Jews in the Warsaw Ghetto.”58
Whitehead explained that this one fi lm therefore
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determined my problem with fi lm forever, because I was always striving to
use fi lm to enable me to participate in what was going on. In The Fall I fi nally
did it to a degree. I put myself fi nally into the fi lm to say that I don’t believe in
objectivity. In other words what I am saying is: if you believe in objectivity of
that kind you will end up in the Ghetto, murdering people. 59

While the image of the passive, “objective” Nazi is a stark emblem of the ethical dilemma posed by fi lming—instead of participating in—an event (and
echoes Roszak’s own rhetorical use of the Nazis to condemn “the myth of
objective consciousness”), by the late 1960s, Whitehead believed that the act
of editing fi lm was problematic as well. Editing not only disrupts the wholeness of the raw footage (which is always already morally compromised) but
also works to shape the material into “the pattern ‘expected’ by the majority”: after watching Andy Warhol’s unedited fi lms, Whitehead explains,
“even . . . Godard seemed bourgeois.”60
Whitehead’s realization that every fi lm is necessarily subjective can
also be traced to his earliest experiences as a fi lmmaker, which began with a
job as a cameraman for an Italian-language news program.61 Significantly,
his fi rst released fi lm, a commissioned educational documentary called
The Perception of Life (UK, 1964), demonstrated that the production of knowledge in the biological sciences has been determined by the apparatuses (such
as microscopes and X-rays) through which life-forms have been viewed. As
Whitehead recalls, “In the end I realised I could question everything and
presume that everything was transitory and relative in an Einsteinian way
or uncertain in the Heisenbergian way. I came out of it never being able to
accept the truth of a given piece of fi lm.”62 This explains Whitehead’s frustration with the reception of his first major documentary, Wholly Communion,
as a “truthful” depiction of what it was like to be present at the legendary
International Poetry Incarnation at the Royal Albert Hall: as he wrote at
the time, “Anyone seeing this film who thinks they have at last seen the ‘truth’
about what DID happen, are [sic] deluded. They have seen the fi lm that also
‘happened’ that night at the Albert Hall . . . The fi lm only further proves the
selective nature of the medium, and can do nothing but exist as another
impression of a unique evening.”63
Thus, though originally “swept up” by cinema verité and direct cinema,
Whitehead’s own foray into this territory with both Wholly Communion and
The Rolling Stones concert documentary Charlie Is My Darling (UK, 1966)
led to his realization that this approach insufficiently foregrounded the constitutive influence of the fi lmmaker’s own voice: “This whole thing about
documentaries is a total lie. I don’t have to hide myself . . . It’s me asking the
questions. I am interested in what these people have to say. This is a very
personal fi lm.”64 This new theory of fi lm-making as being essentially personal directed Whitehead to insert himself into his fi lms, a transition that
the former art student analogized to the difference between impressionistic
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and expressionistic painting: instead of the futile effort to “record reality
how it looked,” he would now attempt “to say something personal,” as a
matter not simply of “privilege” but of “responsibility.”65 Given the ideological force of cinema (as Whitehead claimed, “it affects the whole world
you see” and “alienates you from the real experience with objects and people”), the fi lmmaker has a moral imperative to remind the audience of fi lm’s
doubly constructed nature: “In order to avoid false illusion, as Brecht said,
you must alienate your audience . . . By going against recognisable fi lm language, rapidly being opium-ated by the Mass Media, you can say—this is a
fi lm—that is real. Go to it.”66
* * *

It is precisely this message—“this is a fi lm—that is real”— that is communicated by the climax at the end of the second section of The Fall. It begins
when the monologue about the proposed assassination starts to echo and
then folds in on itself, imitating the well-known effects of mescaline on language: “fear and loss of the world. Who contains within him an image of the
world . . . imagine a young man who contains within him the image of the
world . . . who contains within him an assassination. The scenario . . . objects . . .
fear . . . objects.”67 As the monologue disintegrates, we are transported into
the editing room: Whitehead is at his machine, pressing buttons. Behind him,
on the Sony monitor, his face appears, and then the image freezes, causing
vertical bands to scroll up its surface; as we move closer to the screen, his face
abstracts into patterns of light, underscoring the immateriality of the representation (figures 6a, b, and c). Significantly, throughout the following sequence
of images, we are arbitrarily shuffled between Whitehead’s apartment and the
editing room, demonstrating the mutability of time and space in the cinematic
realm. The incommensurability of the real and the virtual is emphasized by
the enigmatic image of Whitehead standing in front of a wall on which are
written lines of binary code, furthering the fi lm’s self-critique. When the
monologue ends, we see the last bit of tape running through the machine—a
recurring motif that continually reminds us of the tension between the materiality of the film and our experience of its projection. The reintroduction of
an image of a young woman from earlier in the film, this time as a frozen film
frame punched through with end-holes that mark the tail of a film reel, similarly “materializes” the apparatus before our very eyes (figure 7).
In addition to the emphasis on the contrast between reality and its representation and on the mechanical fi lmic apparatus, there is a constant focus
throughout the climax on the arbitrariness of photographic reproduction.
At one point, we find ourselves in a car hurtling down a road, and the images
fly past the windshield at dizzying speed, but then suddenly they move jerkily, as in stop-motion animation. The view moves to a city sidewalk, where a
dilated aperture takes in too much light, making everything blur. The camera drops down to the ground and looks up from this unfamiliar angle at the
shiny metal surfaces of the cars that seem to whiz by in slow motion; in the
darkened theater, we are momentarily blinded by the headlights that leave
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Figure 6a. Whitehead’s face
on his monitor in the editing
room. The Fall, 1969

Figure 6b. Whitehead’s face
on his monitor in the editing
room. The Fall, 1969

Figure 6c. Whitehead’s face
on his monitor in the editing
room. The Fall, 1969
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Figure 7. The image of the young woman seen earlier in the fi lm, now
punctured by end-holes in the celluloid. The Fall, 1969

bright trails of light on the surface of the screen (figures 8a and b). The
sequences of people dancing and performing under stroboscopic lights definitively marks this section “psychedelic,” as the stroboscope is the chief
visual technology of “hallucination” in our digital age. Here, the stroboscope dissects fi lmed events into discrete slices of time that synaesthetically
dance to the sound track, offering a perceptual experience defi ned by an
inability to see or hear “clearly” or “objectively.”
The way that these images (the blurry sidewalk, the strange view from
the street, the trails of light) are edited together further reveals the role of
subjective choice in ostensibly mechanical reproduction: the normative use
of montage to create narrative coherence is totally abandoned for a selfconscious jumping between images and across time, as scenes from different
moments in the fi lm appear at random. Suddenly, the old mob of protestors
is there, outside Rauschenberg’s ballet; then, we face a crowd bathed in red
light that we have not yet seen; then, we are back in the elevator outside
the General Motors building, but this time shooting upward instead of
downward. . . . The only logic to the editing is that of the psychedelic flashback, the sudden appearance and reappearance of images that are as inexplicable as they are instantaneous. The sound track follows the same logic,
featuring songs we have heard before, as well as the sound of someone rummaging around the radio dial, and fi nally some classical piano music, all of
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Figure 8a. The psychedelic blurring of the photographic image. The Fall, 1969

Figure 8b. Psychedelic visual trails. The Fall, 1969
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which tear at the seamless fabric of “reality” typically woven by the integration of sound and image.
Finally, there is the recurring motif of the frame, which becomes the
ultimate metaphor for subjectivity: every image, it turns out, is contained
within a frame; there is no view without a point of view, a perspective. For
example, we are repeatedly shown the video monitor as it sits in the editing
room just before the camera zooms into and then seemingly enters the space
being depicted on the monitor’s surface; when the camera “zooms out,” it
has the same distancing effect, only in reverse. The brief image of Whitehead standing behind a director’s clapboard is an icon of multiple acts of
framing: the positioning of real bodies within the space of the image; the
articulation of real into cinematic time; and the telling of a story within a
story (figure 9).
Immediately following the rapid fl ickering of the faces of Whitehead
and Anna and the second crescendo of the sound track, the unexpected experience of blackness and silence unceremoniously ejects us from the (now only
tenuously) illusory space of the fi lm. The self-reflexive climax, in revealing
that The Fall is nothing more than a subjective and technological mediation of reality, thereby “refuses false illusion”; concurrently, the psychedelic
imagery “simulates/stimulates” a radically subjective perception that challenges the myth of objective consciousness. Distanced from spectacle and

Figure 9. Whitehead revealed as the fi lm’s director. The Fall, 1969
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Figure 10a. Robert Kennedy in The Fall, 1969

Figure 10b. The brutalization of Columbia students. The Fall, 1969
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fundamentally disintegrated, the Not- Self, as Huxley would say, is ready to
join with the other Not- Selves in the world.
* * *

With the perspective gained over the course of time (“perspective” itself
being a meta phor of optical mastery that distinguishes between and
alienates subjects and objects), it is easier to repudiate the political value of
the liquidation of the subject than to recover a naïve optimism in the revolutionary power of perception to imbricate the perceiver with his or her community.68 And even if they had once been effective, the formal strategies by
which fi lm announces itself as mediation and inculcates hallucinations have
long since been repurposed within our visual ecology, which is to say that
they have become naturalized as mere images—a fate shared, of course,
with the caricatured political ideals of the 1960s. As David James notes, in
the MTV era, these formal strategies have been “newly conscripted for the
plea sure palaces, not of liberation, but of corporate America.”69
It thus seems prescient that The Fall’s fi nal section draws to a pessimistic
close with the audio of a horrific eyewitness account of the assassination of
Robert Kennedy (melancholically played over clips of the senator campaigning) and a recycling, in slow motion, of the images of Columbia students
being brutalized by police on a television screen: this is historical materialism’s nightmare of an impending revolution derailed by the irresistible blue
haze of the simulacrum (figures 10a and b). The images are also accompanied by an equally ominous recording, in Russian, of Andrei Voznesensky
dramatically intoning his 1960 poem “I am Goya”: “I am Goya of the bare
field, by the enemy’s beak gouged / till the craters of my eyes gape / I am
grief / I am the tongue / of war, the embers of cities.”70
The Fall’s last moments comprise a short sequence in which the camera
moves from the image of Whitehead’s face on a monitor to the end of a
piece of tape running through a machine and back to the same static-fi lled
TV screen with which the fi lm opened. This effectively closes the entire fi lm
in on itself and off from reality, like an uroboros, foreshadowing Whitehead’s future disavowal of fi lm’s ability to advance the revolution. “I believed
that it was actually the camera that was linking me to [an] authentic, communal kind of experience. In the end I decided it was doing exactly the
opposite. It was severing me. It was the technology that stood between me
and authentic experience,” he later claimed.71 However, if his next steps were,
as he recounts, to “give up fi lming, totally,” and then to “take one step even
further and . . . give up on society” by fleeing into the mountains to become
a falconer, then perhaps The Fall’s experimental attempt to create a selfcritical cinema and a perceptual subject radically imbricated with its environment is worth another look.72
Tina Rivers is a PhD candidate in the Department of Art History and Archaeology
at Columbia University, where she concentrates on postwar American art, film, and
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challenge,” he claims. While the film has its philosophical origins in Camus and
Heidegger, it does not simply empower its viewers in this way; rather, it problematizes the very notion of the subject, in part through the psychedelic rhetoric
that is central to the film’s stance on objectivity.
This is perhaps the only way to make sense of the fi lm’s unflinching employment
of the codes of cinema verité, which, of course, is as much a coded system of
representation as the dominant Hollywood model it supposedly critiqued. By
the time we get to Columbia, we have already passed through the crucible of
the climax and are enlightened to the fact that our seemingly innocuous perception of “real” bodies and spaces in fi lm is, in fact, an illusion, just as the
seemingly neutral documentary footage is, in fact, a mediation of the events that
occurred.
Cronin, “In the Beginning,” 38.
William Barrett, Irrational Man: A Study in Existential Philosophy (New York:
Anchor Books, 1962 [1958]), 212.
Ibid., 217, 232.
Ibid., 219–220.
Martin Heidegger, Being and Time, trans. Joan Stambaugh (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1996 [1953]), 164.
Joan Stambaugh, “Translator’s Preface,” in ibid., xv.
For a discussion of the birth of the model of the subjective observer in the nineteenth century, see Jonathan Crary, Techniques of the Observer: On Vision and Modernity in the Nineteenth Century (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1990). Some of the
scholars who have written about the problem of objectivity include Immanuel
Kant, Ludwig Wittgenstein, Thomas Kuhn, Bruno Latour, and Pierre Bourdieu, to name only a few.
Lorraine Daston and Peter Galison, “The Image of Objectivity,” Representations 40 (Special Issue, Seeing Science, Autumn 1992): 81. See also the book
derived from this essay, Objectivity (Cambridge, MA: Zone Books/MIT Press,
2007), in which they delineate three paradigms of objectivity (“truth-to-nature,”
“mechanical objectivity,” and “trained judgment”)—the last of which, I would
argue, was the real object of the counterculture’s scorn.
While for Roszak, the “counter culture” (a term he helped popu lar ize) is that
culture of the 1960s opposed to the technocracy, I use the word “counterculture” here advisedly, following Peter Braunstein and Michael William Doyle
(“Introduction,” in Imagine Nation, 10), who caution that the term “falsely reifies
what should never properly be construed as a social movement. It was an inherently unstable collection of attitudes, tendencies, postures, gestures, ‘lifestyles,’
ideals, visions, hedonistic pleasures, moralisms, negations, and affi rmations.
These roles were played by people who defi ned themselves fi rst by what they
were not, and then, only after having cleared that essential ground of identity,
began to conceive anew what they were.” The “counterculture” to which I refer
is an admitted reification of those individual practices that mobilized psychedelic experience against the alienating forces of objectivity, of which Whitehead’s work is certainly one manifestation.
Theodore Roszak, The Making of a Counter Culture: Refl ections on the Technocratic
Society and Its Youthful Opposition (Garden City, NY: Anchor Books, 1969), 219.
Ibid., 223.
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45. In the contentiously titled chapter “The Counterfeit Infi nity,” Roszak explicitly
refuses to follow the high priests of the counterculture in allowing for chemical
shortcuts to a post-technocratic utopia, even though he argues for the merit of
what he calls “visionary” experience.
46. Aldous Huxley, The Doors of Perception and Heaven and Hell (New York:
HarperCollins, 2004 [1954 and 1956, respectively]), 16. Hence the epigraph
from Blake about “cleansing” the “doors of perception,” to indicate that the difference between everyday and expanded consciousness is not a matter of kind
but of degree, an argument reiterated by Huxley’s citation of Dr. C. D. Broad’s
defi nition of normal consciousness “as in the main eliminative and not productive,” with psychedelic consciousness opening the floodgates (22–23).
47. See Charles Baudelaire, “Artificial Paradises,” in Artificial Paradises, trans.
Stacy Diamond (New York: Citadel Press, 1996), 52. The distinction persists in
Carlos Castaneda’s countercultural bible The Teachings of Don Juan: A Yaqui Way
of Knowledge (New York: Ballantine Books, 1968)— another writer in Whitehead’s pantheon. As Andrew Syder points out, of the major writers championed
by the counterculture, only John C. Lilly, cyberneticist and author of Programming and Metaprogramming the Human Biocomputer (New York: Julian Press,
1972), would go so far as to entertain the notion that there is no such thing as an
objective reality, as “a foundational presupposition of [Lilly’s] research was
that the biocomputer itself generates all of the phenomena that it experiences”
(Syder, 112).
48. Huxley, The Doors of Perception and Heaven and Hell, 20.
49. Ibid., 22. Huxley’s Heideggerian “Not-self” should not be confused with
Roszak’s “Not-I” (the false ideal of an objective, dispassionate persona).
50. R. D. Laing, The Politics of Experience (New York: Pantheon Books, 1967), 21.
Interestingly, like Roszak and Whitehead, Laing also makes a connection
between alienation and affectless murder: “the condition of alienation, of being
asleep, of being unconscious, of being out of one’s mind, is the condition of the
normal man,” he writes, and “normal men have killed perhaps 100,000,000 of
their fellow normal men in the last fi fty years” (28).
51. Ibid., 138. Whitehead has stated his par ticu lar fondness for Laing’s discussion
of nitrous oxide as a strategy for overcoming the egoic model of the self: “There
is an image that we have of self, there’s a point, some kind of focus within the
whole gamut of consciousness that we have which we keep coming back to,
which we call ‘the self,’ which by the way can be dissolved in three seconds by
nitrous oxide. Ronald Laing will tell you that. Nitrous oxide, sniff a bit of it. It’s
called laughing gas, which is very amusing, really, when you think about it.
That something so simple, nitrous oxide . . . and you have no self. The self just
evaporates” (Cronin, “Once Out of Nature,” 36).
52. Cronin, “Once Out of Nature,” 11; Peter Whitehead e-mail message to author,
July 28, 2010.
53. See especially Timothy Leary, The Politics of Ecstasy (New York: G. P. Putnam’s
Sons, 1968).
54. For example, William Burroughs and Brion Gysin experimented with drugs
and developed the hugely influential “cut-up method” (somewhat similar to
Whitehead’s montage strategy) in their quest for a means by which to subvert
the control exerted by the “virus” that is language. In fact, Gysin’s proximity to
Whitehead’s own aversion to the power of the word manifests in Gysin’s poem
“Rub Out the Word” (from the 1960 book Minutes to Go), which, like The Fall,
invokes the Gospel according to John: “In the beginning was the word / The word
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62.
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has been in for a too long time / You in the word and the word in you / We are
out / You are in / We have come to let you out” (cited in Laura Hoptman, “Disappearing Act: The Art of Brion Gysin,” in Laura Hoptman et al., Brion Gysin
Dream Machine [London: Merrell, 2010], 79).
In these two phrases, Whitehead echoes a line from William Blake’s Jerusalem
that was then popular in discussions of McLuhan’s media theory: “They became
what they beheld.” He espouses a similar idea in “One of the Last Fragments”
(May 1963) in Notes on Films (unpublished), Nohzone Archive, when he notes:
“Reality is continuous, the internal and external are continuous with each other,
a continuum.”
Peter Whitehead e-mail message to author, June 30, 2010. The relevant passages
from the fi lm include the story told by the “Old Phi losopher” to Nana (about
Porthos in The Three Musketeers: “The fi rst time he thought, it killed him”) and
the reading of Edgar Allan Poe’s story “The Oval Portrait” (about a painter
who obsessed over his work while his sitter languished: “He grew tremulous
and aghast and crying with a loud voice: ‘This is indeed Life itself!’ turned suddenly to regard his beloved: she was dead”).
See the manifesto of Newsreel (founded December 1967), cited in Jonas Mekas,
“January 25, 1968: On Radical Newsreel,” in Movie Journal: The Rise of the New
American Cinema 1959–1971 (New York: Collier Books, 1972), 305; Haskell
Wexler’s fi lm Medium Cool (US, 1969); and Michael Shamberg’s 1971 manifesto
Guerrilla Televi sion.
Cronin, “In the Beginning,” 35. Notably, Whitehead’s exposure to the Nazi fi lm
probably determined his response to King’s assassination upon his arrival in
America: “I returned to the States with more money to fi lm the fiction. Martin
Luther King was shot dead. The cities were being burnt down. I could not fi lm
the real violence when it happened. To fi lm something is to witness it, to judge
it; and to stand by and not do anything is to exploit the sensationalism of the
situation” (Crofts, “A Cinema Interview”).
Cronin, “In the Beginning,” 35.
Crofts, “A Cinema Interview.”
Cronin, “In the Beginning,” 2.
Ibid., 18–19.
Whitehead, “Wholly Communion: Notes of the Filming.” As Henry Miller has
pointed out, Whitehead’s other documentary projects at the time, both for the
Bertrand Russell Peace Foundation, failed under the strain of the evidentiary
demands being made on the material; Henry K. Miller, “Notes from Underground,” Film Comment, July–August 2006, 48. The project was completed by
fi lmmaker Emile de Antonio, who held his own reservations about the apparently objective voice of documentary; see Branden W. Joseph, “1962,” October
132 (Spring 2010): 114–134.
Cronin, “In the Beginning,” 18.
Ibid., 12.
Crofts, “A Cinema Interview.” As Whitehead said in the same interview, the
distortion of fi lming “is ok as long as I know and admit this and communicate
and [sic] act of communication, not an objective statement.” This philosophy
derives from Brecht, whose work he knew well by the late 1960s: Whitehead
had acted in Brecht’s play The Caucasian Chalk Circle as an undergraduate,
admired the German fi lms of the interwar period by directors affi liated with
Brecht like Pabst and von Sternberg, and, perhaps most important, was an
enthused reader of the Brechtian nouveaux romans, especially the books by
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Michel Butor, whom he met “a few times” and with whom he corresponded (Peter
Whitehead e-mail message to author, June 30, 2010).
The same psychedelic disintegration of language appears in Henri Michaux’s
book on mescaline, Miserable Miracle (New York: New York Review of Books
Classics, 2002 [1956]), and in Whitehead’s novel Tonite Let’s All Make Love in
London (Mawsley, Kettering, UK: Hathor/Nohzone, 1999), chap. 29, in which
the journal of a character who had taken mescaline reads: “Im / Im anfang
war das wort / In the beginning was the word / In the beginning was the word
= Image. / Word splits. Becomes words. / S word S. Words become swords. / War
das wort” (289–290).
For example, see Felicity D. Scott’s argument against the counterculture’s ecstatic
eradication of the ego in Architecture or Techno-utopia: Politics after Modernism
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2007), esp. 199.
James, “ ‘The Movies Are a Revolution,’ ” 300. These include “the denaturing of
images by non-standard camera angles and shooting speeds, strobe and other
exaggerated lighting, multiple superimpositions, textural modification of the
fi lm material itself, the representation of marginal or ‘deviant’ subcultures, and
the parodying of the tropes of commercial fi lm and television.”
Translation cited in Raymond H. Anderson, “Andrei Voznesensky, Russian
Poet, Dies at 77,” New York Times, June 1, 2010; www.nytimes.com/2010/06/02/
books/02voznesensky.html (accessed September 11, 2010). Voznesensky met
Kennedy while touring America in 1967, not long before the latter’s assassination,
and he was also a participant in the 1965 poetry event that Whitehead documented in Wholly Communion.
Cronin, “In the Beginning,” 23.
Ibid., 32.
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